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INTRODUCTION

Gravity methods are effectively used in basic geological, geothermal 
studies and engineering applications. More importantly, the nature 
of the gravity methods allows a reciprocal benefit with the seismic 
method: gravimetric inversion profits from constraints provided by 
the seismic data by helping to minimize the number of possible 
solutions, and gravity can aid with the imaging in areas in which 
the seismic method is less effective, such as in subsalt areas or 
crystalline environments. The gravity anomalies are resulted from 
lateral variations in the density of subsurface materials and the 
distance to these bodies from the measuring points. The gravity 
method is one of the best ways to discover the subsurface structures 
and recognize the variations in the thickness of sedimentary cover 
so it has been used in this study. This study includes the analysis 
of gravity data to delineate and locate any structures and faults in 
the study area. The area of study covers about 2000 km2 around 
the Aqra region bounded by longitudes 43o 59` E - 44o 36` E and 
latitudes 36o 49` N – 36o92` N. There are a number of anticlines 
on the study area (Aqra, Piris, and else) [1-5]

Iraq was divided into three tectonically different areas, the Stable 
Shelf with major buried arches and antiforms but no surface 

anticlines; the Unstable Shelf with surface anticlines, and Zagros 
Suture which comprises thrust sheets of radiolarian chert, igneous 
and metamorphic rocks (Figure 1). The study area is a part of the 
Foreland folds of the Alpine Orogen in northern Iraq, and they are 
located on the Mosul block that trend in a Taurus E-W direction 
[6,7]. 

The stratigraphy underneath the study area plains is inferred from 
the outcrops of anticlines bounded these plains (Figure 2). The 
elevation of this area ranges between 300m (at the south Aqra 
region) to 1900 m (at the north-eastern of the study area).

Geophysical data are few for the north-eastern parts of Iraq except 
some local surveys around Erbil area. The Bouguer anomaly map 
of Iraq, did not cover the northern parts. The gravity review made 
also revealed lack of data in those parts of Iraq [8-10].

Estimate of the local and regional seismic velocity structures of 
north and north-eastern Iraq included the northern extension of the 
Zagros collision zone using well-established seismological techniques. 
Preliminary results indicated that the depth of the Moho varies 
considerably beneath North Iraq Seismographic Network. It is 
relatively shallow 35-45 km to the northwest and deeper 50-60 km 
under the south-eastern portion of the network area [11].

Estimate thickness of the sedimentary cover overlying the basement 
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complex in Aqra area, i.e., the depth to the basement is calculated 
from the gravity data using two best approximation alternative 
density contrast between the sedimentary and basement. A density 
contrast of 0.13 gm/cm3 puts the depth of the basement 9-10 km 
while a contrast of 0.18 g/cm3 gives a depth of 5.5-6 km. The depths 
given by the contrast of 0.13 g/cm3 seem more realistic. Regional 
and local profiles in the Aqra area show that the distinctive density 
contrast is present within the stratigraphic succession between 
the Upper Cretaceous formations (2.57 g/cm3) and the Paleogene 
formations 2.28 g/cm3 Ghaib (op.cit.) pointed out the existing 
of the Malabarwan fault in the Aqra area in both the gravity and 
magnetic data implying that these subsurface faults penetrate 
deep into the basement rocks applied seventy three gravity and 
magnetic measurements along two traverses cutting the Greater 
Zab River in two different areas. Their study aims to throw light on 
the subsurface geological picture. Gravity data have proven to be 
useful for modelling the basement undulation in settings where it 
is covered by thick sedimentary successions [12-14].

In gravity survey, the variations in the earth’s gravitational field 
were caused by differences in the density of subsurface rocks. The 
determination of the density contrast between basement rocks and 
the sedimentary cover is essential in estimating the basement depth 
by the gravimetric method. Most of the authors have used the value 
0.17 g/cm3 as a density contrast between sedimentary cover and 
basement rocks as reviewed. In Demir dagh area estimated the density 
contrast between crystalline basement and overlying sedimentary 
cover to be 0.16 g/cm3. Assuming such contrast, the basement was 
calculated to be at a depth of about 10 km. Nevertheless, used the 
value 0.18 gm/cm3 in a regional traverse along and around the 
present study areas. This value is by who recommended its use in 
the Unstable Shelf of Iraq. The mean density of the sedimentary 
cover was given to be 2.6 gm/cm3 considering an average density 
of 2.77 g/cm3 for the basement rocks developed a schedule of the 
formations in his study area (nearby this study area) showing their 
thicknesses, ages and lithology [9,15-19].

Since there is no gravity investigation carried out for the study 

Figure 1: Tectonic zones and structural elements of unstable shelf [6] with locations of study area.

Figure 2: The location of the study area on the Digital Elevation Model ( DEM ) showing geomorphologic features and the locations of gravity stations (Red dots).
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area with exception of some local studies, so the present work is 
intended to a complement of the gap in this area.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

LaCoste and Romberge Gravimeter model G was used in this study. 
It has a range of more than 700 milligals, reading accuracy of ± 0.01 
mgl and a drift of less than 1 mgl/month. When this gravimeter 
was calibrated before the field work, the calibration factor did 
not change perceptibly with time. This eliminated the need for 
frequent checks of calibration during the work. The instrument 
did not show troubles during the period of work.

In this work, all gravity stations were surveyed for relative easting, 
northing, and elevation using a Garmin 72 Global Positioning 
System (GPS). The elevation of the reading station, relative to sea 
level shows accuracy ± 4 m when it is used continuously in the field. 
A Garmin 72 GPS has not exceeded few meters for coordinates 
accuracy horizontally.

The primary base station is known as absolute gravity and elevation 
station, it is located in the Mosul University from [20]. This 
station has an absolute value of 979789.46 mGal which is used 
as a reference point for the other stations in the studied area. The 
absolute value of the gravity could be found for those stations from 
the absolute value of the primary base station. In addition, eight 
secondary base stations were established in the studied area and 
tied with primary base station. Transportation of the gravimeter 
from the base station to other stations and from one station to 
another was the most time consuming aspect.

The form of the field work means the way of the stations array, 
which is common by these ways: traverses, gird and random way. 
In this study the random way is used for arraying the stations due 
to the major difficulties (mountains & valleys) in the study area. 
To facilitate the survey, it is a common practice to establish 170 
gravity stations near and along highways, roads and their branches 
depending upon feasibility of access and the spacing pattern 
necessary to detail the features (Figure 2).

Single-base method (the gravity base station) was adopted to correct 
the gravity readings in every station for the effect of temperature 
and pressure (Figure 3).

The Bouguer anomaly of the gravity at a point is the difference 

between the observed value (g
obs

.) adjusted by the algebraic sum of 
all the necessary corrections (∑corr.) and that at base station

(g
base

): ∑ −+=∆ basecorrobsB g.gg                       (1)

... )04193.03086.0()( TertheoabsB ghggg ∆+−+−=∆ ρ                 
(2)

where h is the elevation above sea level, gabs is the absolute gravity 
value in the measurement point. This implies a known absolute 
value at the base station and g

theo
 is the theoretical gravity value at 

the geographic station latitude (φ) at sea level. 

The theoretical gravity value which is usually denoted by (gφ) varies 
over the surface of the earth because of its ellipsoidal shape. The 
International Association of Geodesy (IAG) in 1971 proposed a 
formula to calculate gφ at any latitude: 

222 /)2sin0000059.0sin0053024.01(780318.9 smg φφφ −+=
     

(3)

This formula gives the actual gravity value at sea level to within 0.1 
mgl precision. This formula is applied in the present work. It is 
important to mention here, that the Iraqi gravity surveys (the IPC 
– Bouguer map and later surveys) had applied the 1930’s formula 
which differs by about 12.5 milligals from the 1971’s formula [12].

222 /)2sin0000059.0sin0052884.01(78049.9 smg φφφ −+=    (4)

In an environment of irregular topography, the undulations above 
and below the elevation level of gravity observations are referred to 
as terrain correction to as terrain correction. Terrain correction is 
necessary when the gravity effect due to topography between any 
station and the base station level is over the accuracy of gravimeter. 
Computing these corrections by hand using topographic maps is 
a labor intensive task. As noted by Hammer’s method is manual, 
tedious and prone to estimation error [21].

Efficient and effective use of these corrections requires 
comprehensive (DEM) and computational power that is only now 
becoming generally available [22-24] 

For each elevation point within the 30 meter DEM image compared 
to the elevation of the gravity station is calculated. A rectangular 
prism with uniform density 2.175 g/cm3 is used to calculate the 
vertical component of the gravitational attraction between the 
gravity station and the prism. The Geosoft Oasis Montaj program 
set [25] and Terrain Correction Software (TCS) extension provides 

 Figure 3: Drift curve for one-day gravity work 07/08/2010
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a complete system for processing and reducing gravity data from 
conventional ground surveys.

The data obtained after application of the reduction on the raw 
data may be affected by several errors; the first is produced by the 
instrument itself and the second by field and reduction procedures. 

Instrumental errors come from the inaccurate reading of the 
data. Repeated readings in 61 stations showed an error in the 
observation of ± 0.04 mGal in (∆g

o
). The second type of errors 

affects the gravity values more seriously. The errors encountered 
in this study are listed in Table 1. The total error in the Bouguer 
anomaly can be calculated using this formula: 

2 2 2
0

2= + + +total F l at .aE E g E E EcB = ± 1.29 mgl   (5)

The methods used to calculate the gravity model response are 
based on the methods of [26,27] and make use of the algorithms 
[28]. The GM-SYS inversion routine utilizes an inversion 
algorithm to linearize and invert the calculations. GM-SYS uses 
an implementation of that algorithm for gravity developed by the 
USGS and used in their computer program [29-31]. GM-SYS uses a 
two-dimensional, flat-earth model for the gravity calculations; that 
is, each structural unit or block extends to plus and minus infinity 
in the direction perpendicular to the profile. The earth is assumed 

to have topography but no curvature. The model also extends plus 
and minus 30,000 km along the profile to eliminate edge effects. 
The modelling software according to Talwani M [25] was calculated 
for each survey line using all gravity station locations. All station 
distances were calculated from the first station on each line (always 
the southernmost station). 

For both the preliminary estimations and the final calculations, 
the density of different rock units of the causative bodies and the 
surroundings should be known as precisely as possible in order 
to calculate the density contrast which is the cause of the gravity 
anomalies. All previous lithostratigraphic and structural studies 
were also taken into account to produce the models (Table 2) 
describes the modelled units used in all modelled profiles of the 
present study.

RESULTS 

The first step in the quantity interpretation is the visual inspection of 
the residual map to choose the profile across the anomaly of interest. 
The second is to estimate approximately the horizontal extension, 
depth, shape and thickness of target using a geological background 
(Well logging, seismic sections and previous studies). The third step is 
to construct a geometric model which satisfies the above mentioned 
estimations and is consistent with the geologic situation by using 
recent computer programming [25].

The derivation of regional and residual components of the gravity 
field through wavelength filtering is accomplished through the 
association of a specific range of wavelengths with different source 
depths. There are a number of methods can be applied to isolate 
the residual anomaly from the regional anomaly were reviewed 
by a number of investigators [32]. The separation of residual 
anomaly in this study is performed by using the empirical method 
[33]. The optimum upward continuation height was determined 
by calculating correlation factor r between upward continuation 
fields at two successive heights. The correlation factor is plotted as 
a function of increasing continuation height. The height increases 
from zero to a level where the change in correlation values has 
clearly passed the point giving rise to a maximum deflection. The 
height that gives the maximum deflection is the optimum height 
(Figure 4). 

The designed models include the sedimentary sequence and the 
basement complex with the structure situation, and the thickness 

Figure 4: Cross correlations between continuations to two successive upward heights versus the upward heights.

Source Magnitudinal  Effect (mGl)

Measurement error  ( go ) 0.04

Elevation  ( Free air ) error  ( Fa ) 1.23

Elevation  ( Bouguer ) error ( Bc ) including 
density 0.38

Latitude error  ( lat ) 0.02

Terrain elevation  error( Tc ) + Density error 0.0006 + 0.15

Table 1: Source and magnitudinal effects of errors. 

Geologic period Density (g/cc) Reference

Quaternary and Neogen 2.175 [8, 29]

Paleogen 2.33 Calculated form [15, 12]

Cretaceous 2.57 [12]

Jorassic and Triasic 2.71 [30]

Paleozoic 2.65 [30]

Basement 2.78 [18]

Table 2: Describes the modeled units and their densities.
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of depositional formations is deduced from the study [19] (Figure 
5) shows the locations of the produced profiles in the study area.

Because the modelling software [25] requires straight line profiles, a 
kriging gridline was calculated for each survey line using all gravity 
station locations. All stations were projected perpendicularly onto 
this line, and station distances were calculated from the first station 
on each line (always the southernmost station).

Residual gravity profiles 

Profile G1: This profile extends for about 46 km from southern 
Ruvia village to the north of Bakirman village (Figure 6). This 
profile displays two gravity “highs”, the first is appeared over the 
southern Ruvia anticline according to present study with amplitude 
of about 3.5 mGal and a half-width of approximately 4 km. It may 
be formed by E-W normal fault. The second is indicated over the 
northern Ruvia anticline according to present study with amplitude 

Figure 5: The DEM image with the locations of profiles in the study area

Figure 6: Cross section and gravity data along profile G1. The upper panel shows the gravity profile along the cross section- the dots represent the 
observed gravity values and the line shows the calculated gravity for the model below. The lower panel shows the modeled geologic cross section- depths 
are positive downward. F=suggested faults.

Figure 7: Cross section and gravity data along profile G2. The upper panel shows the gravity profile along the cross section- the dots represent the observed 
gravity values and the line shows the calculated gravity for the model below. The lower panel shows the modeled geologic cross section- depths are positive 
downward. F=suggested faults.

of about 5 mGal and a half-width of approximately 4 km. It can be 
explained as a horst bounded by two E-W reverse faults. There are 
two gravity “lows” in this profile; the first is corresponding with the 
syncline between southern Ruvia and northern Ruvia anticlines. 
The second is illustrated above the plunge of Aqra anticline.

Profile G2: This profile extends for about 52 km from Chamma 
village to Bamishmish village (Figure 7). This profile displays three 
gravity “highs”, the first is shown over the extension of Mandan 
anticline according to present study with amplitude of about 3 mGal 
and a half-width of approximately 4 km. The second is illustrated 
above of northern Ruvia anticline (according to present study) with 
amplitude of about 10 mGal and a half-width of approximately 
4.5 km. The last anomaly is appeared over Aqra anticline with 
amplitude of about 5 mGal and a half-width of approximately 4.5 
km. The two last gravity “highs” over northern Ruvia anticline and 
Aqra anticline (near Bakirman village) are suggested to be horst 
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bounded with two E-W reverse faults. In addition, there are two 
synclines in this profile indicated between the previous anticlines.

Profile G3: This profile extends for about 22 km (Figure 8). 
This profile shows two gravity “highs”. The first is indicated over 
northern Ruvia anticline with amplitude of about 6 mGal and a 
half-width of approximately 2.5 km. The second is pointed out over 
Aqra anticline with amplitude of about 4 mGal and a half-width 
of approximately 2.5 km. Two gravity “lows” are appeared in this 
profile those located between the anticlines.

Profile G4: This profile extends for about 27 km passing Aqra and Piris 
anticlines (Figure 9). This profile displays four gravity “highs”. The first 
one is appeared over the northern limb of northern Ruvia anticline. 
The second one is indicated over the first part of Aqra anticline with 
amplitude of about 4 mGal and a half-width of approximately 1 km. 
The third one is pointed out over the second part of Aqra anticline 
with amplitude of about 12 mGal and a half-width of approximately 3.5 
km. The fourth one is seen over the southern limb of Piris anticline. In 
addition, there are three gravity “lows” in this profile located between 
the anticlines.

Profile G5: This profile was extended for about 23 km passing 
northern Ruvia and Piris anticlines (Figure 10). This profile shows 
two gravity “highs”. The first is located over northern Ruvia 
anticline with amplitude of about 3 mGal and a half-width of 
approximately 4 km. The second is appeared over the southern 
limb of Piris anticline. In addition, there is a gravity “low” resulted 
from the syncline between the northern Ruvia and Piris anticlines.

Profile G6: This profile extends for about 24 km passing Barat 
anticline and the southern limb of Piris anticline (Figure 11) This 
profile displays two gravity “highs”. The first is located over Barat 
anticline with amplitude of about 18 mGal and a half-width of 

approximately 5 km. This anomaly can be explained as a horst 
bounded by two NW-SE reverse faults. The second is seen over the 
southern limb of Piris anticline that may be formed by a reverse 
fault. In addition, there is one gravity “low” located as a syncline 
between Barat and Piris anticline.

DISCUSSION

The gravity anomalies in the studied areas reflect the combined 
effects of Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic tectonic development. 
The faults are matched well with the situation of surface structures 
described by some authors, and fitting with the information 
concluded from some local geophysical studies. Basement 
configuration including basement blocks, major faults were 
suggested utilizing the gravity profiles. The main gravity lows are 
attributed to thick low density sediments deposited within grabens 
which are thrown against the high density sediments by two major 
E-W, NW-SE faults which give rise to negative density contrast. 
On the other hand, local anomalies were interpreted to be the 
reflection of local structures and depressions within the basement 
and sediments above it. 

It is proved that the anticlinal structures which have negative and 
positive anomalies caused by main deep seated faults associated 
mostly with shallower faults on the crests of those structures. This 
conclusion is mismatching with the scenario [34] who postulated 
that there is only one listric fault underneath each crest of the 
anticlines.

In addition, it is confirmed that the structures in the present study 
are not attributed to mainge of lextuer feature [34]. In contrast, it 
is displayed that the anomalies above those structures are reflected 
a giant numerous subsurface variations on the boundary of the 
basement rocks and above it.

Figure 8: Cross section and gravity data along profile G3. The upper panel shows the gravity profile along the cross section- the dots represent the observed 
gravity values and the line shows the calculated gravity for the model below. The lower panel shows the modeled geologic cross section-depths are positive 
downward. F=suggested faults.

Figure 9: Cross section and gravity data along profile G4. The upper panel shows the gravity profile along the cross section- the dots represent the observed 
gravity values and the line shows the calculated gravity for the model below. The lower panel shows the modeled geologic cross section- depths are positive 
downward. F=suggested faults.
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The most modelled anomalies in the previous profiles are caused 
by anticline structures associated with tectonic faults which are 
formed from grabens and horsts. The following is a discussion 
of those geophysical anomalies which modeled in the present 
study.

Northern Ruvia anomaly

It is not clearly appeared on the surface. It is indicated for the first 
time in the present study as a small positive anomaly with maximum 
value of about 2 mGal and minimum value of about -1.5 mGal. It 
can be explained as an anticline formed by a small horst bounded 
with two E-W reverse faults (F36,F37). 

Southern Ruvia anomaly

It is firstly founded out in the present study. It is displayed as a low 
positive anomaly with maximum amplitude of about 2 mGal and 
minimum amplitude of about -2 mGal. This anomaly is suggested 
to be a symmetrical anticline formed by vertical E-W normal fault 
(F57).

Aqra structure

It is gravity “high” located near Aqra village with maximum value 
of about-4 mGal and minimum value of about -19 mGal. This 
anticline appeared as a positive anomaly within bigger negative 
anomaly same as an anticline within a big syncline. It represents 
two horsts separated by a graben bounded with two E-W normal 
faults (F44, F45) that increases the negativity. All observed 
gravity values over this structure was negative which explains the 
down lift of this structure and all units under it. In addition, 
this structure is overturned towards the south that increases the 
negativity toward it. 

Piris structure

It represents a gravity “high” lies at the north of Aqra anticline 
with maximum value of about 12 mGal and minimum value of 
about -15 mGal. The southern limb of this structure is indicated as 
a north end of the big negative anomaly contained Aqra anticline. 
This negative anomaly can be explained as a big graben bounded 
by two E-W reverse faults (F37,F46) and the positivity within this 
graben may be formed by the uplift of Aqra anticline appeared 
clearly in profile (G2).

Barat structure 

It extends along Aqra structure with difference trend NW-SE, that may 
be explained as an end of the big graben existing over Aqra anticline. 
It appears as gravity “high” with a maximum value of about 9 mGal 
and minimum value of about -7 mGal. It is corresponding to a horst 
bounded with two NW-SE reverse faults (F50, F48). Zagros effect was 
appeared clearly in this anomaly that changes it’s prevailing trend from 
E-W to NW-SE, which varying the gravity “low” appeared in Aqra 
anticline (graben) to gravity “high” (horst).

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions were reached in the course of this work:

1. During this study, the best separation between the regional 
and residual anomalies was performed using the new 
empirical upward continuation method. 

2. The optimum upward continuation heights applied to the 
gravity profiles are ranging between 6.5 and 10 km under 
sea level that may be reflecting the basement depth which is 
matching with the 2D models.

Figure 11: Cross section and gravity data along profile G6. The upper panel shows the gravity profile along the cross section- the dots represent the 
observed gravity values and the line shows the calculated gravity for the model below. The lower panel shows the modeled geologic cross section- depths 
are positive downward. F=suggested faults.

Figure 10: Cross section and gravity data along profile G5. The upper panel shows the gravity profile along the cross section- the dots represent the 
observed gravity values and the line shows the calculated gravity for the model below. The lower panel shows the modeled geologic cross section- depths 
are positive downward. F=suggested faults.
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3. The present study has concluded a number of new 
subsurface anticlines as, southern Ruvia and northern 
Ruvia. In addition, unknown structural extensions are also 
identified.
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